Hi!
Your task this week will be to write a dialogue on one of these situations:
SOLVING PROBLEMS:

Two people talk about the utility bills and what they can do to cut their
electricity usage

A wife and husband discuss the problem of one of their children

Two siblings talk about sharing the chores in the house

A mother and son speak about problems with the boy fighting at school

A mother and daughter speak about the right and wrong way to dress in public

Two children discuss an unkind teacher and what to do about it

Two students discuss the issue of an expelled student who cheated on a test

Two mice discuss the problem of trying to get the cheese without getting
caught in the trap

Two dogs talk about the terrible food they have been getting lately and how
they could communicate to their owners about this

A dialogue between two students discussing the issue of an expelled
student who cheated on a test
Richard: Hey, long time no see.
James: Sup, Yeah, we haven’t met since the quarantine started.
Richard: So, what’s new?
James: Well nothing much, apart from what happened to Paul.
Richard: Wait what happened?
James: Haven’t you heard he got expelled.
Richard: What? Why? What did he do?
James: Well remember the last math test the one where you got the 4?
Richard: Of course, my mom beat the crap out of me.
James: Well Paul decided to cheat and got 10 but he was caught. So, the teacher told
the principal and called his parents. And after a meeting it was decided that he should change
schools.
Richard: So, he wasn’t really expelled but kind of forced out.
James: I guess so.
Richard: But still that sucks, I think that was little harsh, I think that an apology
would have been enough.
James: I agree.
Richard: Well thanks for letting me know, but I got to run.
James: Okay see you later.
Richard: See you.

Chores in the house
Amanda: “Jack, i think we need to discuss about the chores we have"
Jack: “Oh, i think it's not fair how i have more than you do, Amanda”
Amanda: “I was thinking the same thing"
Jack: “So, what did mom and dad make you do?”
Amanda: “All i have to do is - water the plants, make the beds, clean the mirrors and
take out the trash.”
Jack: “Oh, what?” he said in a sad voice, “I have to wash the dishes, feed the dog,
clean the floors, clean the windows and also help dad wash his car.”
Amanda: “Yeah, that isn't really fair.”
Jack: “Yeah, so maybe, you could wash the dishes two times a week for me and when
we clean the car, you could help?”
Amanda: “Yeah, that sounds fair.”
Jack: “So,what should we start with? I'm thinking we could first help dad with the car,
because it looks really dirty at the moment.”
Amanda: “Yes, let's do that. I'll go get the sponges and cleaning supplies.”
Jack: “Okay, i'll help you”

Two mice discuss the problem of trying to get the cheese
without getting caught in the trap.
Eduard: Hello eduard, how long have we been sitting in this cave and looking at that
delicious cheese!
Charlie: I understood you, we need to start acting!
Eduard: OK good! we need a plan, have ideas?
Charlie: I have no idea, understand, we won't do it, we're just little mice that can't do
anything.
Eduard: We'll do it, hear? We'll get over that fluffy cat! We will do it all!
Charlie: Okay, but then I mean plan, okey?
Eduard: Okay, but you failed to implement all your previous plans. Do you want to
miss the opportunity again?
Charlie: Well this time i will make concessions to you.
Eduard: O listen! you will distract the cat from noticing us and try to take him
somewhere further!
Charlie: And what will you do?
Eduard: I will take the hard work! I'll take the cheese.
Charlie: Really very hard work!
Eduard: I risked my life, not everyone could do that!
Charlie: Ok anyway, but you need something to open the trap.
Eduard: Is he not open already?
Charlie: Eduard! You need a tree to untie the trap?
Eduard: I could pick up a fork from the kitchen?
Charlie: Very good idea! But like those big people, they will notice and kill us!
Eduard: Nothing we are small, they will not even see us!
Charlie: But what if you get noticed?
Eduard: I vhave for me is one good idea!
Charlie: Any idea?
Eduard: No time for us! are you all ready?
Charlie: Good luck i believe you!
Eduard: let's run!!!!

Two dogs talk about the terrible food they have been
getting lately and how they could communicate to their
owner about this
Teller: Once upon a time lived two dogs and their owner lately been giving a terrible
food and this is how they ended this situation...
Brownie: Hey Bailey!
Bailey: Oh hi, what´s up?
Brownie: Do you see that cat up in that tree?
Bailey: yes, why are you even asking me that!?
Brownie: Because I want to scare him, and you?
Bailey: Oh my God, just why? He’s just sitting there, why you want to scare him?
Dave: Good morning boys, here is breakfast. Bon appetite!
Bailey: Holly sheet, what? Why this cat food again?
Brownie: Cat food, that’s not even a cat food....
Baiely: IM NOT GONNA EAT THAT!
Brownie: That’s a cat poop!
Bailey: Ok, now I’m going to eat that cat!
Brownie: Wait, maybe we can find some way to tell Dave that this food is disgusting!?
Bailey: Any ideas?
Brownie: No!
Bailey: Ok, then I go....
Brownie: AHH, I have an idea...we can poop in Dave’s shoes!
Bailey: Mhm,i like that!
Brownie: And, and....we can...umm..
Bailey: We can just not eat when he gives food to us!
Brownie: Yeahh, that’s a good idea!
Bailey: OK, and now we can finally go and scare that cat.
Brownie: Yes and eat him!
Baiely: Eww no, that cat stinks!
Brownie: (laughing) That was your idea!
Teller: And that’s how the cat died!
THE END;)

Two siblings talk about sharing the chores in the house
Sibling 1: So I’m going to vacuum the floor and wash the floor and you’re going to
wash the dishes.
Sibling 2 : NO!
Sibling 1 : What No?
Sibling 2 : I don’t want to wash the dishes. I don’t like my hands getting wet!
Sibling 1 : That’s not an excuse!
Sibling 2 : I wont do it!
Sibling 1 : Okay fine, you can vacuum the floor and I will wash the floor and the
dishes.
Sibling 2 : Yey!
Sibling 1 : But that’s just some tasks, we have to do the laundry and clean our rooms,
also go shopping for food.
Sibling 2 : So much work! Ahh!
Sibling 1 : The sooner its done the sooner you will get to play some games.
Sibling 2 : Okay fine I guess.
Sibling 1 : So you’re going to clean your room and help me with laundry, I will go
shopping alone.
Sibling 2 : Okay will do, but I can come shopping with you, if you want.
Sibling 1 : That would be lovely and extra hands are always helpful.

After shopping they arrive home and the next chores are ahead.
Sibling 1 : Now that that’s done you could get the bath ready and I will make dinner,
okay?
Sibling 2 : Sure. After that can I play some games.
Sibling 1 : Of course you have done so much. Thank you!

After all the chores where done they went and had their own self time,
until the next day, where new chores where waiting to be done.

